
To whom it may concern.

Re: Crematorium - The Wetlands N21-N13!

I must strongly protest against the proposed plans to build a Crematorium on The Wetlands! This common 
ground which as I’m to understand was protected Greenbelt and conservation area and must not be changed. 
Since the revamp of The Wetlands which was done by our local community has become a land mark and place 
of exercise recreation and a local park which is now more than ever during these Covid times constantly being 
used by everyone on the area!

I am a local resident in Firs Lane of twenty five years. I loved this road, found a house and made it into my 
family home where We bought up our children. This has always been a family residential area and to hear that 
Enfield council are planning to build a Crematorium literally Five minutes from where I live is a very bad 
decision! This will also devalue the price of our homes too.

It’s enough we now have the 456 bus route cutting through our road which hardly anyone ever uses! But the 
thought of a Crematorium is sickening and damaging to people’s health! The whole road layout has been 
changed since the cycle lanes and bus stop which makes it congested at times by the width restrictions. If this 
takes place it will increase the flow of traffic even more so not to mention the obstruction of the lorries and 
HGV vehicles getting rid of Debris!

Apart from traffic congestion this will also become a health hazard for local residents surrounding  the area of 
The Wetlands with the fumes that will come from the furnace of the Crematorium! Why should we have to be 
subjected to this!  We the community do not want this at all. Not everyone in the area has a house with a garden 
and therefore flock to the Wetlands as a place of tranquility and enjoyment. Why ruin somewhere which 
everyone enjoys as part of their lives.!

If you the council feel the need to build a Crematorium then why not find some disused warehouse for example 
where Mothercare World used to be and has been empty for over Ten years on The North Circular. There is 
plenty of wasteland there to be used which will cause less harm to the environment and local communities!

What is the point of bringing in ULEZ restrictions and congestion charging if a Crematorium is going to be 
built right on our doorsteps.

This is a most serious matter and must be dealt with and STOPPED!!

Yours sincerely


